Move your conference to Greenland
and get a 5-star experience
For you who are planning or holding conferences, an extra
experience is within reach
- 250 km north of the Arctic Circle.
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The impressive location, with a spectacular view day and night, is supplied by at least just as impressive a service in the conference centre at
Hotel Arctic.
And with the additional opportunity to provide the participants with experiences that they can take home with them, and which they will never
forget.
A view of a genuine World Heritage site under constant change
Hotel Arctic lies next to the Ilulissat Icefjord, which is on the UNESCO
World Heritage List. There is hardly a better view.

Which kind of view would you like
from your conference room?
Fields, trees, perhaps some water, but nothing
too exciting? That is certainly nothing you have
not seen before! But it does not have to be like
that.
With a total travel time of about 7 hours from
Kastrup, everything suddenly looks completely
different. Here in Ilulissat on the west coast of
Greenland, about 250 km north of the Arctic
Circle, there are fascinating icebergs, beautiful
fell scenery, fantastic sunsets, and a view of the
Disko Island, which seems closer in the clear
Greenlandic air, than its approximate 80 km

distance from the town. There is an abundance
of Greenlandic nature here, and the only thing
you can find fault with is the temperature. At
least from October till May, where the frost is
dry and makes for some beautiful days, and
the temperatures are not that cold anyway.
An impressive 5-star conference centre
In the middle of this wonderful scenery, in the
charming town of Ilulissat, lies Hotel Arctic. The
conference centre has been granted 5 stars
and the hotel 4, why the Hotel Arctic stands
stronger than ever.

What would you like to experience,
when the conference day is over?
Perhaps a fresh football match with your colleagues or a game of billiard in the basement?
No, you need to have crazier, wilder thoughts.
Everything that everyone dreams of but never
have the opportunity to experience.
To name a few: dog sled trips, helicopter trips
to the glacier, sailing trips in the icefjords or to

unforgettable settlements. When you hold your
conference at Hotel Arctic, the town provides
you with these opportunities. It is like choosing
from a list of favourite dishes. It is almost impossible, but no matter what you choose, it is
going to be a great experience, an experience
for life.

As a conference participant at Hotel Arctic, your leisure time is
wilder and more adventurous than normal.
Experience what many dream of but never get to do
Experiences of another, completely different, world – it gives
you the right perspective on things.

Hotel Arctic is furnished with great Scandinavian taste – in
commune with the Greenlandic culture. There is colourful,
Greenlandic art on the walls and tasteful furniture. Everything
reflects the surrounding nature’s colours and surprises.
Stay in a room that makes the experience even greater
Here, you will want to get up early for the view that always
changes.

How would you like to
sleep or wake up?
Does it matter whether the curtains are pulled
up in the morning? Do you in the end not care
about the room’s décor, because you are primarily going to spend your nights in your room
with closed eyes?
We dare claim that the day starts more impressively, when you look out at the beautiful
icefjord and towards the glacier and the drifting icebergs, which are in constant motion out
in the Disko Bay.

180 beds distributed in 90 rooms
Hotel Arctic has 90 rooms – all with a view of
either the glacier, the Disko Bay, or the town
Ilulissat.
There is all the comfort that a conference guest
would enjoy in all types of rooms. We have
handicap friendly rooms and conditions, so
that no one is deprived of the experience.

When we are conference hosts, both the restaurant and the
brasserie is highly prepared. Because we know that everything
to do with food is always a crucial factor – and we are ready
to meet our promises.
To us, every meal is of the highest priority
Many conferences are remembered based on the food – and at
Hotel Arctic it is by itself an experience.

How crucial is the food to you?
Are you ready for one of the uncountable
buffets or pasta dishes that you have tried a
thousand times before? Or do you want to be
surprised by something more exotic? At Hotel
Arctic we know that a conference only starts to
be really good, if the catering is. That is why
we do everything we can to make sure that our
guests return home pleased and with lots of
great memories about the culinary part of their
stay. The hotel’s two restaurants offer both
Greenlandic and international dishes – and you
will not be wanting for anything.

Restaurant and wine bar
– also with a view
The gourmet kitchen in Restaurant Ulo is
recognised as the best in the country and with
the most visionary chefs, who are particular
about the finest, both international and local,
ingredients. Arctic Wine Bar is Greenland’s
northern most wine bar. We serve hand selected wines, finely crafted cocktails, and highclass food wrapped in a high service level and
designed to enhance the local and seasonal
ingredients.

About Hotel Arctic and the opportunities in short:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

4-star hotel in Ilulissat at Ilulissat Icefjord at the west coast of Greenland, 250 km
north of the Arctic Circle.
180 beds distributed in 90 rooms.
5-star conference centre that can hold up to 120 participants.
Two places to eat – Restaurant Ulo (gourmet restaurant) and Arctic Wine Bar
(wine and tapas).
Service centre with check-in service for Air Greenland.
Fitness and wellness sections.
The hotel is granted “The green key” for being an environmentally friendly hotel.
Service centre with a check-in service for Air Greenland and LOOP Fitness.
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Culture (museums, song)
Winter darkness (only the moon, stars,
and northern lights)
Sun (Remember high-factor sunscreen)

Experience the Icefjord while
it is changing

Mid

Long bright days (relative to Denmark)

Midnight sun from

Midnight sun

24/5 to 22/7

Dog sled trips

Disko Island

Sailing trips to the glacier and
settlements
Sea ice- and fjord-fishing

The Icefjord, to which Hotel Arctic is in the
front row, was added to the UNESCO World
Heritage List at the 28th meeting of The World
Heritage Committee in the summer of 2004.
And not without reason.
The Icefjord holds one of the largest and most
active glaciers in the world, and its 3000 km2
moves about 20 meters a day. The glacier
calves approximately 10 % of the ice sheet,

which is pressed out into the ocean from Greenland, and it has no equal in the world.
All of this means that the Icefjord – outside
Ilulissat – is like a sculpture park which is under
constant change. Shapes, colours, and sounds
from the iceberg are hard to forget, when you
are a witness to such a fascinating phenomenon of nature. It is a big world out there, and at
Hotel Arctic you can get very close to it, while
being in a friendly and warm environment.

Hiking trips across the fell
Helicopter trips to the glacier
Ski trips (cross-country skiing)
A chance to see whales
Summer skiing

Disko Island

First and last supply ship of the year
Flights to/from Denmark (weekly)
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1,8

-2,7

-4,2

-14,2

Icebergs
Mosquitoes
Temperatures
FACTS

End
-17,4

-21,9

-19,2

-12,7

-2,0

4,7

Mid
6,8

4,5

4-hour difference – free health care service – Danish crowns/Dankort

Address:
Post box 1501
DK-3952 Ilulissat
Greenland
Telephone:
+299 94 41 53
Mail:
conference@hotel-arctic.gl
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